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Abstract—Understanding crowd behaviors in a large social
event is crucial for event management. Passive WiFi sensing, by
collecting WiFi probe requests sent from mobile devices, provides
a better way to monitor crowds compared with people counters
and cameras in terms of free interference, larger coverage, lower
cost, and more information on people’s movement. In existing
studies, however, not enough attention has been paid to the
thorough analysis and mining of collected data. Especially, the
power of machine learning has not been fully exploited. In
this paper, therefore, we propose a comprehensive data analysis
framework to fully analyze the collected probe requests to
extract three types of patterns related to crowd behaviors in
a large social event, with the help of statistics, visualization, and
unsupervised machine learning. First, trajectories of the mobile
devices are extracted from probe requests and analyzed to reveal
the spatial patterns of the crowdsâA˘Z´ movement. Hierarchical
agglomerative clustering is adopted to find the interconnections
between different locations. Next, k-means and k-shape clustering
algorithms are applied to extract temporal visiting patterns
of the crowds by days and locations, respectively. Finally, by
combining with time, trajectories are transformed into spatiotem-
poral patterns, which reveal how trajectory duration changes
over the length and how the overall trends of crowd movement
change over time. The proposed data analysis framework is fully
demonstrated using real-world data collected in a large social
event. Results show that one can extract comprehensive patterns
from data collected by a network of passive WiFi sensors.
Index Terms—Crowd behaviors, event management, passive
WiFi sensing, data mining, unsupervised learning, clustering.
I. INTRODUCTION
MONITORING and understanding crowd behaviors (vis-iting and moving) in large social events is an important
task, as it can provide insights to event organizers for better
event management and alerts of emergencies. Although tradi-
tional sensors, such as people counters and cameras, can moni-
tor the number of people, they suffer from issues like coverage,
cost, and lack of information about people’s movement [1].
With the quick expansion of mobile device ownership, new
data sources become available for studies on understanding
crowd behaviors (such as presence and movement) in large
social events, mainly including GPS data, Bluetooth detection
records, and WiFi probe request records.
Among the above three types of data, GPS data provide
the most precise and accurate data regarding the movement of
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people. However, it has the problem of failure in an indoor
environment, and it requires the development of a specially
designed mobile application and the active participation of
people. For example, in [2], Wirz et al. conducted a real-world
data collection for the Lord Mayor’s Show 2011 in London to
estimate the crowd density. They were able to cover a large
area in London with the collected data, but the data were only
from 828 pedestrians out of around half a million spectators
in the event. In [3], Blanke et al. developed an official mobile
application for a large Swiss event with carefully designed
incentive systems, and finally, 28,000 users contributed their
data, which was not many given the scale of the event.
Unlike GPS data, which are collected in a participatory
manner, Bluetooth detection records and WiFi probe request
records can be collected passively by sensing signals sent by
the mobile devices over the air, which does not require any
actions from event participants [4]. Therefore, they can save
manpower costs on data collection and provide a much larger
coverage on the entire population of participants. Moreover,
while GPS can only be used outdoors, Bluetooth and WiFi
technologies can be used to monitor crowds in both indoor
and outdoor environments. Indoor examples include museums
studied in [5], [6], [7] and hospitals studied in [8], [9]. Outdoor
examples can be found in [10], [11] (pedestrian commercial
districts) and [12], [13] (city streets). As a result, Bluetooth
detection records and WiFi probe request records are more
suitable for monitoring and understanding crowds in a large
social event.
Compared with WiFi probe request records, Bluetooth de-
tection records are more accurate due to a smaller range of
Bluetooth [14]. However, because it is more likely for a mobile
device to have its WiFi turned on instead of its Bluetooth,
Bluetooth detection records have a much smaller detection
rate, which can be as low as 3% of WiFi probe request records
according to [15]. Sometimes, to increase the detection rate
of Bluetooth scanning, special devices are distributed to event
participants, such as tracking bracelets used in [16]. Moreover,
instead of making Bluetooth sensors detect passing-by mobile
devices, some studies deployed Bluetooth beacons in the stud-
ied area and made participants carrying special mobile devices
that can collect signals sent by surrounding beacons [17], [18].
Such a sensing schema enables the precise localization of the
participants and can provide real-time location-based services
(such as guiding) to the participants [19], [20]. However,
similar to the GPS collection, the above two schemas of
Bluetooth sensing require the distribution of special devices
(or software) and active participation of people, which is
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not well scalable. Therefore, to guarantee the detection rate
and scalability in this work, WiFi probe request records are
collected and analyzed to understand the crowd behaviors in
a large social event.
WiFi probe requests are sent by mobile devices in a certain
period to detect usable WiFi signals in the surroundings, and
they contain information about the sending devices, such as
their MAC (Media Access Control) addresses. The general
communication range of WiFi is around 35 m for the indoor
environment and more than 100 m for the outdoor environ-
ment. By combining received time of probe requests, MAC
addresses they contain, and locations of the sensors, one can
obtain location (movement) information of moving devices,
and thus, of people. Although some recent mobile devices have
started to use randomized local MAC addresses when they are
not connected to WiFi for privacy concern, not all of them are
equipped with such schema. According to a study conducted
by Martin et al. in 2017 [21], devices with randomized MAC
addresses take up less than 50% of the entire sample, and there
is no way to map probe requests to individuals with only MAC
addresses. Also, it has been shown that, even with a dataset
that contains a large portion of randomized MAC addresses,
it is still possible to draw meaningful results regarding crowd
behaviors [7].
Existing studies, which make use of WiFi probe requests to
understand crowd behaviors in social events or given spaces,
can be roughly divided into two categories based on whether
the studied spaces are outdoor or indoor. For outdoor environ-
ments, related studies are mainly focused on the development
of a better WiFi-based passive sensing systems [22], [23],
estimation and analysis of crowd size and density [11], [24],
analysis of space utilization [25], precise localization of mobile
devices [13], and the extraction of trajectories of people [14],
[26]. For indoor environments, beyond ordinary visiting and
moving statistics, more fine-grained results regarding crowd
behaviors have been achieved, such as the social interactions
between people studied in [27], [28], because the spatial gran-
ularity of collected data is often higher in an indoor space due
to bounded space and higher density of existing access points.
Although existing works have demonstrated the effectiveness
of mining WiFi probe requests to understand crowd behaviors
in both the outdoor and indoor areas, the thorough analysis
of the data collected has not been done with enough focus.
Especially, approaches used to analyze the collected data
in existing studies mainly include domain knowledge-based
processing [9], statistics [29], [24], and visualization [25], [26].
With the rapid development of machine learning algorithms,
we believe that more unsupervised learning algorithms should
be explored for mining WiFi probe requests. As a result, this
paper is focused on filling this gap.
In this paper, a comprehensive data analysis framework
is proposed to extract multi-aspect patterns regarding crowd
behaviors from WiFi probe request records collected by
passive WiFi sensor networks in a large social event. The
framework consists of steps that are designed to preprocess
and analyze the collected probe requests to extract spatial,
temporal, and spatiotemporal patterns. First, MAC addresses
that are not randomized are identified from the overall dataset,
Sensing node 1 Probe request records
Passive WiFi 
sensors
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Cloud
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requests
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Fig. 1. Overall framework for understanding crowd behaviors through passive
WiFi sensing and data mining.
and their probe requests are preprocessed to form trajectories.
The obtained trajectories are analyzed extensively to discuss
the popularity of different locations and common patterns
of people’s movement. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering
is adopted at this stage to extract interconnections between
locations. Next, data of all detected MAC addresses are
analyzed to extract temporal patterns about people’s visits to
the entire area and to different locations. k-means and k-shape
clustering algorithms are applied to achieve clusters of days
and clusters of locations, respectively. Finally, spatiotemporal
patterns regarding people’s movement are extracted and dis-
cussed. To demonstrate the proposed data analysis framework,
data collected from a large social event held in a popular tourist
area in Singapore are used.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as the
following:
• We propose a comprehensive framework for analyzing
WiFi probe request records to extract spatial, temporal,
and spatiotemporal patterns of crowd behaviors in a large
social event.
• We apply and demonstrate the effectiveness of three
different clustering algorithms, namely hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering, k-means clustering, and k-shape
clustering, on extracting different hidden patterns from
the probe request records.
• We demonstrate the proposed framework using real-world
data collected in a large social event held in a popular
tourist area.
We believe that the proposed data analysis framework along
with the adopted clustering algorithms can benefit future
related work as a comprehensive guide on analyzing data of
WiFi probe requests. Meanwhile, the obtained results in the
case study also provide useful insights to the research com-
munities related to human mobility and tourism management.
The overall framework of this study is summarized in
Fig. 1. In the rest of this paper, Section II describes details
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of data collection and preprocessing. The three aspects of
data analysis, namely spatial patterns, temporal patterns, and
spatiotemporal patterns are discussed in Section III, Sec-
tion IV, and Section V, respectively. Finally, in Section VI,
we conclude this study and summarize the future work.
II. DATA PREPARATION
A. Data Collection
Passive WiFi sensing boxes are developed to collect probe
requests from passing-by mobile devices in given locations.
Each sensing box contains two sets of WiFi sniffers, and each
sniffer is built on top of the Raspberry Pi Model B with
additional WI-PI USB dongle for probe request collection. The
WiFi sniffers have been encrypted to prevent any potential
leakage of the collected data in case of theft or vandalism.
To limit the volume of uploaded data, local processing of
collected probe requests is conducted inside each sniffer to
combine chronologically close probe requests, with a combin-
ing interval of three minutes. Processed probe request records
are then uploaded through Long-Term Evolution (LTE) con-
nection. Each record contains fields including MAC address,
time of the first detection, time of the last detection, average
received signal strength indication (RSSI), and the identifier
(ID) of the collecting sniffer. To protect the privacy of people,
no other information regarding the devices is reserved, and
thus it is not possible to track back to individuals. More details
regarding the hardware system can be found in [30].
Ten passive WiFi sensing boxes were deployed to collect
information of passing-by crowds in ten different locations
during a large outdoor social event, i Light Singapore, which
was held from January 28th to February 24th 2019. i Light
Singapore is Asia’s leading sustainable light art festival held
annually, and in 2019, 33 sustainable light art installations and
five programming hubs were placed along Marina Bay, the
Civic District, Singapore River, and Raffles Terrace at Fort
Canning Park. Fig. 2 shows the monitored outdoor locations
A-J (referred to as the sensing nodes in the following text)
along with related information of the event and the covered
area. The route covered by the sensing nodes last around 2.5
km in total. Since the light art installations only operated in the
nighttime, the data collection was conducted from 7 pm to 12
am daily. The valid data collection period started from January
29th and lasted till the end of the event. Overall, around 17
million probe request records were collected.
B. Data Preprocessing
Before data analysis, data preprocessing is conducted to
filter out invalid data and transform the data into desired forms,
following the steps depicted in Fig. 1.
First, probe request records are aggregated based on the
sensing node with an "OR" logic. Since the two sniffers inside
the same sensing node collect and upload data individually,
there could be records with the same MAC addresses produced
by these two sniffers at the same time. Since they both
represent the same location of the same device, they are
combined as one single record. After this stage, the field of
Fig. 2. Sensing nodes (locations of the deployed sensing boxes), examples
of i Light art installations, and places of interests nearby the Marina Bay area
in Singapore. The central darker grey area stands for water.
01 23: 45: AB: CD: EF:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Universal/Local bit
Fig. 3. Location of the Universal/Local bit in a MAC address.
sniffer ID in each probe request record is replaced by node
ID.
Second, unique MAC addresses are obtained from the probe
request records. For each unique MAC address, the count of
visiting days to the event area is computed, which is then used
to filter out nearby static devices (e.g. surveillance cameras)
and mobile devices of nearby workers. MAC addresses that
appeared for more than four times a week on average are
filtered out. After filtering, the dataset of the remaining probe
request records is named as Dataset A, which is later used to
extract temporal patterns of the crowds in Section IV.
Next, the MAC addresses in Dataset A are split based
on whether they are globally unique or locally assigned. A
globally unique (or burned-in) MAC address is the exact MAC
address of each mobile device, which is a unique identifier
assigned to its network interface controller by the manufac-
turer. Whereas, a locally assigned MAC address is assigned
temporarily to override the global address. It can either be a
MAC address randomized by the operating system for privacy
considerations or generated for special local communication
services such as mobile device-tethered hotspots [21]. When
analyzing crowd movement, we remove the probe request
records with local MAC addresses, since these addresses are
temporary and not guaranteed to be unique. For global MAC
addresses, in contrast, they are one-to-one matched to mobile
devices and thus are used to extract trajectories and analyze
the movement of the crowd in this study. Whether a given
MAC address is global or local can be identified by the
Universal/Local (U/L) bit in it, which is the second-least-
significant bit of the first octet of the address as shown in
Fig. 3. When the U/L bit is set as 1, the MAC address is
locally assigned [31].
Finally, trajectories are extracted for global MAC addresses
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(i.e. visitors) on a daily basis. For each MAC address on
each day when it appeared, all the probe request records are
sorted by time of appearance first. Afterward, chronologically
close records with the same node ID are combined as one
node visit along the extracted trajectory. If the two combined
records have an interval smaller than five minutes, the entire
time span is considered as the staying time of the combined
node visit. Otherwise, the interval between the two records is
considered as the missing time of the device. Since the sensor
networks were deployed in an outdoor environment and WiFi
can transmit to a larger distance (more than 100 m), it is very
likely that two sensing nodes collected the same probe request
from the same mobile device. This issue can cause temporal
conflicts between node visits along the trajectory. To solve
such conflict, the following rules are applied:
1) If one of the conflicting node visits has zero staying time
and the other one does not, the one with zero staying
time is abandoned.
2) If both of the conflicting node visits have zero staying
time, the one with a larger average RSSI is reserved and
the other is abandoned.
3) If both of the conflicting node visits have staying time
larger than zero and one of the visits is entirely covered
by another in time, the covered node visit is abandoned.
4) If both of the conflicting node visits have staying time
larger than zero and time periods when no conflict
happened, the conflicting part is decided by the visit with
a larger average RSSI.
Moreover, since the sensing area is close to roads and streets
with heavy traffic flows, mobile devices of people inside
vehicles are likely to be detected as well. To remove such
devices and only keep trajectories of pedestrians, the extracted
trajectories that have zero staying time in total are filtered out.
After the entire preprocessing, the trajectories extracted
from global MAC addresses can then be used to analyze the
patterns related to the movement of crowds during the event.
This particular dataset is named as Dataset B. By matching the
three-byte prefix of the global MAC addresses in Dataset B
with the Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI) lookup table
from IEEE, vendor share of the included devices are computed,
among which Samsung takes up around 36%, Apple takes
up 23%, and other brands occupy the remaining 41%. This
observation roughly matches with the average mobile vendor
market share from 2016 to 2018 in Singapore [32]. Based on
the above, Dataset B is a proper sample to investigate the
patterns of the crowd movement.
III. SPATIAL PATTERNS
As shown in Fig. 1, the extraction of spatial patterns is
conducted to answer three important questions that could be
of interest to the event organizers: 1) how the trajectories of
people cover the event area, 2) how every node attracts people
and what factor affects their popularity, 3) how people transit
from one node to the other. To answer the above questions, all
trajectories in Dataset B are exploited. Since the focus of this
section is purely on the spatial patterns, all trajectories across
all days of data collection are used to conduct the following
analysis.
TABLE I
SPLIT OF TRAJECTORIES BASED ON NUMBER OF NODES THEY VISITED
AND WHETHER THEY ARE ROUND TRIPS OR NOT.
Number of
visited nodes
1 2 3 4 5
6 and
more
Round trips N/A N/A Y N Y N Y N Y N
Split share (%) 63.17 19.81 3.07 6.07 0.31 3.56 0.45 1.60 0.23 1.74
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
12.77%
14.45%
8.30%
1.92%
7.50%
8.25%
13.83%
3.08%
5.78%
Ratio of trajectories passing by 
the node over all nodes
Top-20 most popular trajectories 
over trajectories with more than 
one visited nodes
63
%
37
%
54
%
46
%
70
%
30
%
24.12%
Ratio of single-node trajectories 
over all that passed by the node
Ratio of multi-node trajectories 
over all that passed by the node
71
%
29
%
78
%
22
%
56
%
44
%
74
%
26
%
68
%
32
%
80
%
20
%
42
%58
%
Zone II
Zone I
100 m
Fig. 4. Top-20 most popular trajectories taken by the visitors and statistics
on popularity of each node. Ratios of trajectories passing by each node over
all nodes sum up to one. For each node, the summation of ratio of passing by
single-node trajectories and ratio of passing by multi-node trajectories equals
to one.
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Completely in Zone II
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%
)
Half in Zone I and half in Zone II
Fig. 5. Distribution of ratio between Zone-I nodes and Zone-II nodes for
short trajectories (with maximum three nodes) and long trajectories (with
more than three nodes). Percentages of all bars in the two figures sum up to
one, representing all trajectories.
A. Coverage of Trajectories
In Table. I, count of the trajectories is split into different
categories based on the number of nodes they visited and
whether they are round trips (i.e. returning to the origin
finally). From the figure, most (63.17%) of the trajectories are
single-node trajectories, which represent people who happened
to pass by the node and did not continue to the next. Around
20% of the trajectories last for two nodes. Among trajectories
with three visited nodes, around one third are round trips.
Whereas, for people who traveled for longer than three nodes,
they tended not to return to their origins.
In Fig. 4, the top-20 most popular trajectories among
trajectories with more than one node are shown by orange
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arrows. From the figure, most of the popular trajectories last
for two nodes and several have three nodes, and among the
three-node trajectories, three out of five are round trips (e.g.
B-A-B, B-C-B, C-B-C). Moreover, one can find that popular
trajectories can be well separated into two groups: one group is
located nearby nodes A, B, C, and E, and the other is located
around node F, G, H, I, and J. Based on this grouping, the
entire event area are separated into two zones, namely Zone I
and Zone II as marked in the figure.
As shown by Table. I and Fig. 4, the majority (92.11%)
of the trajectories have less than four visited nodes (termed
as short trajectories) and each of the top-20 most popular
trajectories only covers nodes either in Zone I or Zone II. To
quantitatively describe the coverage of the trajectories in terms
of Zone I and Zone II, Fig. 5 shows the distribution of ratio
between Zone-I nodes and Zone-II nodes for short trajectories
(with maximum three nodes) and long trajectories (with more
than three nodes). For visualization purposes, the ratio values
are rounded into eleven levels as shown along the x-axis of
the figure. From the figure, most of the short trajectories cover
only one side of the event area, and among such trajectories,
Zone I is more popular than Zone II. In contrast, for long
trajectories (7.89% of all trajectories), more than half (4.64%
among 7.89%) have nodes both in Zone I and Zone II, and
23% of such trajectories (1.07% among 4.64%) have half of
their nodes in Zone I and the other half in Zone II. In addition,
long trajectories also show a bigger popularity of Zone I over
Zone II.
B. Popularity of Each Node
In Fig. 4, besides the popular trajectories, two sets of
statistics are also depicted to show information about the
popularity of each node. First, the ratio of trajectories passing
by each node over all nodes (depicted as blue bars in the
figure) shows the overall popularity of each node. Ratios of
all ten nodes sum up to one. Among all the ten nodes, B, F, and
C had the largest share of trajectories among all, which means
the areas around them attracted the most visitors of the entire
sample. Next, pie charts in the same figure show the ratio
of single-node trajectories among all passing-by trajectories
for each node, which reflects the attractiveness of each node.
From the numbers, trajectories that passed by J, B, and F are
more likely to be single-node trajectories, compared with other
nodes. This indicates that these three nodes attracted visitors
who were mainly visiting the surrounding areas instead of the
event. In contrast, most of the visitors who visited nodes H,
E, I, and D also visited other nodes.
Combining the above observations with the map of the
event, it is found that the most popular or attractive parts of
the event, namely areas around B, F, and J, are all close to
a famous place of interest (POI) in Singapore, respectively.
Node B is in front of Marina Bay Sands, node F is next to the
Merlion statue in Merlion Park, and node J is nearby Clarke
Quay. A hypothesis is thus raised that these POIs have a great
impact on the popularity of each node. To quantitatively show
this impact, analysis of the correlation between the ratio of
trajectories passing by each node and its distance to the closest
Distance to closest POI (m)
Ra
tio
 o
f t
ra
je
ct
or
ie
s p
as
sin
g 
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 th
e 
no
de
 o
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ll 
no
de
s
Pearson’s r = -0.749
p-value = 0.013
B
F
A
C
G
I
J
H
E
D
Nodes close to Marina Bay Sands
Nodes close to Merlion Park
Node close to Clarke Quay
Linear regression line
Fig. 6. Correlation between the ratio of trajectories passing by a node with
its distance to closest place of interest (POI).
POI is conducted, and results are shown in Fig. 6. The linear
regression line is obtained by fitting a linear model between
the two variables with the method of least squares. From the
line, there is a clear descending trend of the ratio of passing-by
trajectories with the increase of the distance to the closest POI.
Pearson correlation coefficient between the two variables and
corresponding p-value are computed and shown in the figure,
which verifies a significant negative impact of the distance to
POI on the ratio of passing-by trajectories. From the scatters
in the figure, one also can find that nodes nearby Marina Bay
Sands are able to attract more visitors than those close to
Merlion Park and Clarke Quay.
C. Interconnections Between Nodes
To investigate the interconnections between different nodes
(i.e. how people transit from one node to the other), transi-
tion probability matrix T between the ten sensing nodes is
computed from all the trajectories as:
T (i, j) = N (i, j)∑
k∈[1,10],k,i N (i, k)
(1)
where T (i, j) stands for the probability for a visitor to go from
node i to node j, N (i, j) stands for the times that a visitor went
from node i to node j calculated from the trajectories, i , j,
and thus
∑
k∈[1,10],k,i T (i, k) = 1. To fill the diagonal of the
matrix, when i = j, T (i, j) is set as one.
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) is applied to
automatically describe the interconnections between the nodes
based on the transition probability matrix. HAC is a clustering
algorithm that is designed to organize given data points into
a hierarchical tree-like structure. At the first iteration of the
algorithm, the input data points are paired based on the given
distance measure, such as Euclidean distance, to form up small
clusters. Then, at each of the following iterations, the clusters
obtained in the previous iteration are further paired to form
higher-level clusters based on given linkage criterion, which
is a function of the pairwise distances between points inside
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Zone II Zone I
Fig. 7. Organized tree of nodes obtained by hierachical agglomerative
clustering.
the two clusters. Common linkage criteria include single,
complete, average, weighted, and Ward linkage [33]. At the
last iteration, all data points are finally connected into one
cluster. During the algorithm, the leaf nodes of the organized
tree (i.e. data points) are ordered such that distance between
successive leaves is minimal, which helps the interpretation
of the tree [34]. From the obtained tree, one can observe the
interconnections between data points and extract clusters of
points at any desired level.
Here, the ten sensing nodes are clustered using HAC with
the transition probability matrix T as the input feature matrix,
and thus each row of the matrix, T (i, :), is the feature vector
of the corresponding node i. Euclidean distance is adopted
to measure the feature similarity between each pair of nodes,
which represents the interconnection degree between the two
nodes. The smaller the distance is, the stronger the intercon-
nection is. As for choosing the most suitable linkage criterion,
the object at each iteration of the HAC is to pair two small
clusters of nodes that are most interconnected with each other.
To better describe the interconnection degree between two
small clusters of nodes, the average of the interconnection
degrees between all pairs of nodes from the two small clusters
is selected. In other words, the average linkage is chosen to
measure the feature similarity (or the interconnection degree)
between small clusters of nodes at each HAC iteration, which
is computed as:
L(C1,C2) = 1|C1 | · |C2 |
∑
a∈C1
∑
b∈C2
√∑
j
(a j − b j)2 (2)
where L(C1,C2) stands for the linkage criterion between two
clusters of nodes C1 and C2, | · | is the cardinality of the
cluster, a and b represents the nodes belonging to C1 and C2
respectively, and j stands for the index of feature of each node
(i.e. jth value of each row in T ).
The extracted organized tree of all the sensing nodes is
depicted in the dendrogram in Fig. 7. From the figure, A-
B, C-E, F-G, and H-I are the four pairs of nodes with
the largest similarity, which is understandable as they are
geographically close to each other. Subsequently, they are
gradually connected with node D, node J and each other.
Before the last combination, nodes from A to E form up one
cluster, which corresponds to Zone I in Fig. 4, and nodes from
F to J form up another cluster, which corresponds to Zone II
in Fig. 4. This result thus mathematically reflects the previous
observation on the separation of the entire event area (i.e. Zone
I and Zone II) in Section III-A.
Next node
Current
node
Zone II
Zone I
Fig. 8. Visualization of the transition probability matrix T between the ten
sensing nodes. Sequence of nodes is organized based on the tree obtained by
hierachical agglomerative clustering.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
44%
46%
69% 13%
50%
36%
25%
43%14%
56%
27%
19%
58%
38%
10%
24%
38%
27%
21%
54%
27%
69%
13%
Zone II
Zone I
Node A
Node B
Node C
Node D
Node E
Node F
Node G
Node H
Node I
Node J 100 m
Fig. 9. Transition probability matrix T visualized by links of nodes. The
width of each link indicates the value of T (i, j), and only links with T (i, j)
larger than 10% are plotted. Each color represents one node, and percentages
with the same color are probabilities of going to other nodes from the node.
Based on the above tree of nodes, the transition probability
matrix T is visualized by a heatmap in Fig. 8 (with the
sequence of nodes reorganized) and by links between nodes
in Fig. 9. Zone I and Zone II are marked by red dash lines
in the two figures. In Fig. 8, the color of a block indicates
the value of corresponding T (i, j). In Fig. 9, the width of link
between nodes indicates the value of T (i, j), and only links
with T (i, j) larger than 10% are plotted. From the two figures,
it is clear that people were most likely to transit to another
node following the geographical adjacency. In other words,
starting from one node, the majority of visitors would go to
the nodes right next to the current node instead of jumping
to further nodes. Moreover, from Fig. 9, one can see that the
connections between Zone I and Zone II mainly happened
in the links of E-G and D-G. At nodes D, E, and G, the
probability of crossing into the other zone for the visitors is
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around 27%, 25%, and 19% respectively. As shown by these
numbers, when people were at the edge of one particular zone
(i.e. node D, E, and G), they were more likely to stay in the
current zone rather than entering the other zone. This could
be caused by the long distances between node G and node D,
E as well as the possibility that there is not a very attractive
art installation in between.
Although the above results on interconnections between
nodes by HAC seem intuitive because the sensing nodes
are well organized by the surrounding geography (i.e. the
bay), its effectiveness in obtaining such interconnections is
verified. For passive WiFi sensor networks deployed with
more nodes and without clear geographical boundaries, HAC
can be extremely useful. For example, in [35] and [36], 30
and 20 WiFi monitors were deployed in a large-scale indoor
exhibition event and a university campus respectively. In these
two experiment settings, there is no geographical boundary
that restricts people’s walking routes like the bay area in this
study. In other words, people can walk from one location to
the other freely, not having to follow a certain sequence of
locations. As a result, the interconnections between monitored
locations are no longer intuitive. In such situations, HAC
can be applied to obtain the hidden interconnections between
locations automatically.
IV. TEMPORAL PATTERNS
Two types of temporal patterns of crowd behaviors during
the event are extracted in this section, namely daily patterns of
overall visitor count and patterns of visitor count versus time at
each node. We use mobile device count to obtain these patterns
because it is reasonable to assume that the trend of device
count is consistent with the trend of visitor count. As fine
temporal granularity is required to extract temporal patterns
and no movement information is needed in this stage, Dataset
A is used for the analysis, including probe request records
with both global and local MAC addresses. Since only relative
trends of device counts are of interest, using all the probe
request records is acceptable, assuming that the mapping rate
from MAC addresses to mobile devices is consistent under the
studied temporal granularity. The temporal granularity is set
as 15 minutes in the following analysis.
A. Daily Patterns of Overall Device Count
The entire data collection lasted for 27 days and covered
all types of days, namely workdays, weekends, public holidays
(PHs), and festivals but not PH. It is expected that on different
types of days, the count of visitors (devices) should have
different magnitudes. Therefore, to extract daily patterns of
the overall device count, magnitude is the main basis. But, to
differentiate between days with similar magnitudes, shapes of
the curves of device count versus time need to be considered
as well. As a result, k-means clustering is applied to the daily
curve of overall device count versus time. In other words,
each day is considered as one data point and device counts at
different timestamps on the day form up the feature vector of
the data point. To extract such a feature vector, the overall
count of detected unique MAC addresses is computed for
every time interval. Subsequently, the values of the count of
unique MAC addresses are normalized over all days to the
range of [0, 1] by min-max feature scaling. In other words, the
count of unique MAC addresses at each time interval for each
day is first subtracted by the global minimum count (minimum
over all time intervals of all days) and then divided by the
difference between the global maximum and global minimum.
k-means clustering is able to group input data points (i.e.
the 27 days) into k clusters in an expectation-maximization
(EM) schema. After proper initialization, at each iteration, the
algorithm assigns a label to each day based on present cluster
k centroids and then updates the centroids by taking the arith-
metic mean of feature vectors of days in each corresponding
cluster. After the algorithm converges, k clusters of days are
obtained. To select the proper value of k, the usual practice
is to compare the values of a certain criterion under different
values of k and select the k with the best criterion value.
Among the available criteria, distance-based criteria, such as
the within-cluster sum of squared distance and Silhouette
value, are easy to compute, easy to understand and suitable
for small-size datasets. Moreover, if using the within-cluster
sum of squared distance as the criteria, when k increases, the
criterion keeps increasing. One then needs to use the Elbow
method to select the k which can be very ambiguous and
subjective when the data are not well separable. In contrast,
Silhouette value combines the within-cluster distances and
cross-cluster distances and thus avoids the use of the Elbow
method [37]. Just by comparing the mean Silhouette values
over all data points, one can select the proper value of k. In
this case, Silhouette value of each clustered day measures how
close the particular day is to all other days in the same cluster
and how far the day is from days in other clusters. For a tested
k value, the Silhouette value of a given day i, s(i), is computed
with following equations:
s(i) =
{
dex (i)−din(i)
max{din(i),dex (i)} if |Ci | > 1;
0 if |Ci | = 1.
din(i) = 1|Ci | − 1
∑
j∈Ci,i,j
d(i, j)
dex(i) = min
k,i
1
|Ck |
∑
j∈Ck
d(i, j)
d(i, j) =
√∑
t
[ni(t) − nj(t)]2
(3)
where din is the mean distance between day i and other days
in the same cluster, dex is the mean distance between day
i to days in the closest neighbour cluster, Ci is the cluster
where day i is in, Ck is a neighbour cluster to day i, | · | is
the cardinality of the cluster, d(i, j) is the distance measure
between day i and day j, and ni(t) stands for normalized
device count at time t of day i. Moreover, since initialization of
k-means can also have a big impact on the clustering results,
50 trials with the same k value is conducted and trial with
best mean Silhouette value is reserved.
In Fig. 10, the mean Silhouette value over all days obtained
with different k values are shown. From the figure, the sepa-
ration of clusters is maximized when k equals 2 and remains
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Fig. 11. Four clusters of days (CoD 1-4) obtained from k-means clustering
and their temporal patterns of overall device count: (a) curve of normalized
device count versus time of day of each cluster, solid line in the middle
represents the mean value over the cluster, and shading area represents the
range between the maximum and minimum values within each cluster, (b)
cluster label of each day shown in a calendar.
at a high level when k equals 3, 4 and 5. The mean Silhouette
values corresponding to three and four clusters are very close.
After visualizing and interpreting these four sets of results,
k = 4 is selected to balance the number of discovered patterns
(clusters) and the similarity between data points within the
same cluster.
Four clusters of days are, therefore, produced as the final
result of k-means clustering. In Fig. 11a, the daily pattern of
normalized device count of each cluster is plotted in different
colors. In Fig. 11b, the four clusters of days (CoD 1-4) are
visualized in a calendar with each day colored based on its
cluster label. From the two figures, the obtained four clusters
mainly correspond to four types of days. For days in CoD
1 (mainly including Mondays to Thursdays), they have the
lowest magnitude of device count overall and their device
count starts to decline early of the day. For days in CoD 2
(mainly including Fridays), they have the median magnitude
of device count overall and their device count decreased slowly
at late night. For days in CoD 3 (mainly including Saturdays),
they have the highest magnitude of device count overall and
their device count decreased slowly at late night. As for days
in CoD 4 (mainly including PHs and Sundays), they have the
median magnitude of device count overall, same as CoD 2,
but their device count decreased sharply after 10 pm.
Besides the above overall patterns, the clustering also cap-
tures interesting knowledge about individual days as shown by
Fig. 11b. For the two PHs of Chinese New Year (CNY), 5th
and 6th February, they had daily device count patterns similar
to Sundays (CoD 4). For 4th and 14th February, which is
the CNY eve and the Valentine’s Day (not public holidays),
they are clustered into CoD 2 and 4, respectively. Because the
next day of 4th was a PH, it showed a daily pattern similar
to Fridays. As for 14th, as its next day was a working day,
it showed a daily pattern similar to Sundays. Moreover, two
days that are abnormal to their day of the week are detected,
namely 17th and 22nd February. On 17th, it was raining, so
the device count is expected to be lower than normal Sundays,
as a result, it is clustered with other ordinary workdays. As
for 22nd, it showed a daily pattern similar to Saturdays rather
than Fridays, which means a higher magnitude of device count
than usual Fridays. This can be explained by the fact that the i
Light Singapore event ended on 24th February, which boosted
the count of visitors on 22nd. For 24th itself, since the next day
was Monday, although the magnitude of device count could
be higher than usual due to the ending of the event, it is still
clustered into CoD 4 because it showed a sharp decline after
10 pm.
B. Patterns of Device Count at Each Node
Besides the daily patterns of overall device (visitor) count,
how people visited each node at different time intervals of
the day is also an interesting question to investigate. Since
four clusters of days with similar patterns have been extracted
from the above analysis, the investigation of device count
versus time of day at each node should be conducted for
each cluster of days separately. However, for CoD 2-4, they
have too few members, and the stochastic nature of crowd
behaviors would have a large impact on the obtained patterns.
Therefore, only CoD 1 is selected for this analysis, since it
has the largest number of members (12) and most of them are
ordinary workdays. For all days within CoD 1, their values of
device count during one particular time interval of the day at
each node are averaged and used to represent the entire cluster.
By doing so, the stochastic nature of crowd behaviors across
days is relieved.
Because each node has different popularity as shown in
Section III-B, the magnitude of device count at each node is
very different from each other. Therefore, shapes of device
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Fig. 12. Normalized device count versus time at each node averaged over
days in CoD 1.
count curves (vs. time) of the ten nodes are the focus of
the analysis instead of their magnitudes. To extract patterns
from these curves based on their shapes, k-shape clustering is
adopted, which is an effective shape-based clustering method
for time-series data proposed by John Paparrizos and Luis
Gravano [38]. It is useful to differentiate curves based on their
partial shapes when the curves have similar overall trends and
possible phase shifts.
In Fig. 12, the curve of average device count versus time
at each node over days in CoD 1 is shown. Each curve is
normalized by itself with z-normalization (i.e. subtracting its
mean value and dividing by its standard deviation), which is
required by the k-shape clustering to make sure the same scale
for all curves. From the figure, one can find that the curves
of normalized device counts at the ten nodes are close to
each other but with different partial shapes (e.g. local peaks),
which are the targets to capture. Moreover, the overall trends
of all curves can be roughly divided into two parts: quick
ascending from 7 pm to 8 pm and gradual descending from
8 pm to 12 am. Since there are only ten nodes to cluster, to
avoid generating too many clusters with a single member, the
gradual descending parts during 8 pm to 12 am are extracted
and clustered to capture the patterns of how visitor count
changed at different nodes. The values of these parts (i.e. 8
pm - 12 am) of the curves are normalized to z-scores again
before conducting the clustering.
k-shape clustering, which is designed to cluster time-series
data based on their shapes, shares a similar iterative refinement
(or optimization) procedure as the k-means clustering, but it
adopts different distance measure and method of computing
cluster centroids. For a given pair of time-series vectors with
same length, x and y, the similarity between them is measured
by shape-based distance (SBD) computed as:
SBD(x, y) = 1 −max
s
(
CCs(x, y)
‖x‖ · ‖y‖
)
CCs(x, y) =
{ ∑m−s
l=1 xl+s · yl if s ≥ 0;
CC−s(y, x) if s < 0.
(4)
where CCs(x, y) stands for the cross-correlation between x
and y with a index shift s, s ∈ [−m,m], m is the length of
each vector, and ‖ · ‖ stands for Euclidean norm of the given
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Fig. 13. Results of k-shape clustering: (a) four clusters of nodes (CoNs)
based on their normalized device count curves from 8 pm to 12 am, (b) mean
of normalized device count curves of nodes in each CoN.
vector. From above equations, SBD measures the similarity
between the most similar parts from x and y. As for the
computation of centroid of each cluster at each iteration of k-
shape clustering, an optimization problem is solved to find the
vector µ∗ which has the minimum sum of SBD to all vectors
inside the corresponding cluster. Details of implementation can
be found in [38].
After applying k-shape clustering to the curves of normal-
ized device count from 8 pm to 12 am of all the nodes,
four clusters of nodes (CoNs) are obtained. Here, since only
ten time-series vectors (corresponding to the ten nodes) are
clustered and the differences of SBD values between them
are not large, the Silhouette measure (with SBD as the dis-
tance measure) is not able to tell the performance differences
between different k values. Instead, manual inspection and
selection are conducted, and k = 4 is selected.
In Fig. 13a, the normalized device count curves of members
(nodes) of each CoN are shown. In Fig. 13b, the mean of
normalized device count curves of nodes in each cluster is
shown. From these two figures, one can see that the obtained
four clusters represent four different patterns of visiter count
versus time. For nodes in CoN 1 and 2, their device count
curves share the same overall trend: gradually descending with
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Fig. 14. Median (solid lines) and standard deviation (shading area) values
of duration and missing time of trajectories with different number of visited
nodes. When the trajectory length increases, sample size decreases exponen-
tially. It just represents that missing time has larger variation than duration.
When the length is 15, the sample size becomes one, and thus no standard
deviation value is computed.
a sharp drop around 10:45 pm, which can be understood as
most of the visitors started to leave the event area. The main
difference between these two clusters is that curves in CoN 1
have large local peaks and those in CoN 2 are either smooth or
with only small fluctuations. As for CoN 3 and 4, the clustering
algorithm captured two nodes with special patterns. The device
count curve of node B has two large peaks around 8:15 pm and
9:15 pm, and besides this, it decreases with a relatively quick
and steady speed. As for node A in CoN 4, its device count
shows an unexpected peak at late night (11:15 pm), which
could be caused by common routes people took to leave the
event area. Moreover, from the curves in Fig. 13a, five nodes
(B, C, D, H, I) show obvious local peaks around 8 pm, 9 pm,
or 10 pm. This observation can be explained by the special
light shows that were scheduled near node I at 8 pm, 9 pm,
and 10 pm, and near node B at 8 pm and 9 pm.
V. SPATIOTEMPORAL PATTERNS
In this section, the spatiotemporal patterns of crowd move-
ment are investigated in two different angles: how the trajec-
tory duration changes with trajectory length (number of nodes
visited), and how crowd movement changes over time daily.
To extract such patterns, Dataset B is used.
A. Change of Trajectory Duration over Length
Trajectory duration is defined as the total time the corre-
sponding person spent inside the event area, which is com-
puted as the span between the start time of the first node
and the end time of the last node. To study the change of
trajectory duration over trajectory length, typical values of
duration of trajectories with different numbers of visited nodes
are computed and visualized in Fig. 14 (the orange part). From
the figure, the median value of trajectory duration increases
when the trajectory length increases, and the increasing trend
slows down gradually. In addition, the standard deviation
values show that, given the same number of visited nodes,
there is a large variety of time spent in the event area by
different people.
As introduced in Section II-B, sometimes, people left a
node, remained undetected for a period, and finally showed
up again at the same node. This period of being undetected is
defined as the missing time in the data preprocessing stage. As
supplementary information to the trajectory duration, typical
values of total missing time of trajectories with different num-
bers of visited nodes are computed and visualized in Fig. 14
(the blue part). From the figure, with the increasing trajectory
length, the median of missing time increases slightly, while
the standard deviation decreases. Moreover, when a trajectory
is short, the portion of missing time over the duration is large,
which means that the person is more likely to spend more
time exploring the area near the visited nodes. In contrast,
when the trajectory is longer, the portion of missing time over
the duration becomes smaller, which represents that the person
is more likely to stick with the trajectory during his/her visit
to the event.
B. Change of Crowd Movement over Time
To investigate how crowd movement change over time daily,
first, the daily data collection time (i.e. from 7 pm to 12 am) is
divided into four periods: 7-8 pm, 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm, 10 pm - 12
am. Next, for each time period, the count of transitions from
node i to node j, N t (i, j) is computed from all trajectories.
Subsequently, for the link of node i and j, ratio of each
direction (from i to j and from j to i) of the link is computed
as:
Rt (i, j) = N t (i, j)
N t (i, j) + N t ( j, i), Rt ( j, i) =
N t ( j, i)
N t (i, j) + N t ( j, i) (5)
where Rt (i, j) + Rt ( j, i) = 1. From Rt (i, j), one can determine
which direction is the main direction for every link of two
nodes. When |Rt (i, j)−Rt ( j, i)| < 10%, it is defined as a mutual
status for the link between i and j, meaning no dominant link
direction existing at time t. When |Rt (i, j) − Rt ( j, i)| ≥ 10%,
dominant link direction is extracted to represent the main trend
of crowd movement at the particular link.
The values of Rt (i, j) for links of adjacent nodes are
obtained from the above procedure and visualized in Fig. 15,
in which only dominant link direction is shown for each link.
If a link is in mutual status, it is not shown in the figure.
Also, we identify two major flow directions, clockwise and
anticlockwise with respect to the central water area, to describe
the trend of the dominant link directions. Clockwise flow
direction starts from node A and ends at node J along the
bay area, while anticlockwise flow direction is the reverse,
starting from node J and ending at node A along the bay area.
From the figure, it is clear that there is a change of major
flow direction over time. During 7-8 pm, the major crowd
flows include both clockwise flow (i.e. from E to G) and
anticlockwise flows (i.e. from J to H, from J to G, and from B
to A). The clockwise direction was weaker at this time. One
hour later, anticlockwise flows became weaker: flow from J to
H lost one link (i.e. J-H), flow from J to G was cut to F, and
flow from B to A disappeared. At the same time, clockwise
flows became stronger, as two dominant link directions, D
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Fig. 15. Dominant direction (i.e. |Rt (i, j) − Rt (j, i) | ≥ 10%) of links
of adjacent nodes during different time periods. Percentage is the value of
Rt (i, j) computed by Equation 5. Two major flow directions are marked,
namely clockwise and anticlockwise with respect to the central water area.
to G and C to E, took place. Afterward, during 9-10 pm, the
anticlockwise flow was completely missing in the area, and the
main trend of crowd movement was clockwise, from B to J.
Lastly, during 10 pm - 12 am, there was still no anticlockwise
flows. Clockwise flows from F to J became stronger by adding
two dominant link directions (i.e. F-I and I-J), clockwise flows
from B to E were lost, and clockwise flows from E to G
became weaker.
Overall, one can see that the crowd flow trend in the area
covering node F to J had large changes over time. During
sunset and early night, visitors in this area would move from
node J through H and I towards F. Whereas, during late-night,
they would move from node F backward to J. As for the crowd
flows in the area covering node A to G, they showed an overall
trend from B/C to G/F through D/E for most of the time, and
this trend reached its peak during 9-10 pm.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion
In this paper, a comprehensive data analysis framework
was presented to extract spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal
patterns related to crowd behaviors in a large social event
from WiFi probe request records. Three types of clustering
methods, namely hierarchical agglomerative clustering, k-
means clustering, and k-shape clustering, along with statistics
and visualization were applied to extract those patterns. A
real-world dataset collected in a large social event was used
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Different hidden patterns beneath the data were obtained
and discussed, which are usually not available to the event
managers and shed light upon the understanding of crowd
behaviors in the event.
In Section III, three main spatial patterns of crowd move-
ment were obtained: 1) majority of the trajectories are shorter
than three nodes, 2) popularity of each node is highly affected
by surrounding POIs, 3) the event area can be divided into
Zone I and Zone II and the transition between Zone I and
Zone II is infrequent. Based on these findings, if the event
managers want to make people visit more spots in the event,
more attractive art installations should be placed in spots that
are further to the surrounding POIs. Also, they should make
the space between node G and node E more attractive such that
the Zone I and Zone II can be more connected. In Section IV,
we discovered four clusters of days based on their overall
device count curves. The summarized characteristics of each
cluster of days can help the event managers to plan differently
for different types of days. In addition, four clusters of nodes
were obtained based on their individual device count curves.
The characteristics of the four clusters demonstrate to the
event managers the positive influences of the scheduled light
shows as well as capture the special ending patterns at node
A and node B. In Section V, the change of trajectory duration
over the length and the change of crowd movement over time
were studied and discussed. The former provides the event
managers with information on how much time visitors spent
in the event, and the latter summarizes the overall trends of
crowd movement during different time periods.
B. Future Work
The potential future work of this study is threefold.
First, because not every person carries a mobile device that
has WiFi turned on, and different mobile devices send out
probe requests with different frequencies, the count of MAC
addresses detected by a WiFi sensing node is thus correlated
but not equal to the count of people passing by the node.
To precisely count the visitors from WiFi probe requests,
therefore, requires the collection of ground truth (i.e. the real
number of people) and the construction of a generalized model
that maps the count of MAC addresses to the real number of
people. How to effectively and accurately realize these two
steps remains a challenge.
Second, since the locally assigned MAC addresses are not
globally unique and keep changing, they are not directly
suitable for investigating the spatial or spatiotemporal patterns
of the crowd. However, simply excluding them from the
related analysis could lose valuable information. Therefore,
it is an interesting research challenge on how to extract more
information on people’s movement from these locally assigned
MAC addresses.
Lastly, as discussed in Section I, compared with GPS,
passive WiFi sensing does not require the active partici-
pation of people, and thus it can save manpower cost on
data collection and provide a much larger coverage on the
entire population of participants. But at the same time, WiFi
sensing also has its limitation in space coverage: there is no
precise information about people’s movement between two
sensing nodes. As a result, designing a comprehensive crowd
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monitoring system that combines GPS tracking and passive
WiFi sensing is another worth-trying direction, which could
be a more balanced solution to monitor crowd behaviors in
large outdoor social events.
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